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DirectionsDirectionsDirectionsDirections----    Put thPut thPut thPut the sacks of grain cards face upe sacks of grain cards face upe sacks of grain cards face upe sacks of grain cards face up on the game board.   on the game board.   on the game board.   on the game board.  Place your markers on Place your markers on Place your markers on Place your markers on 
the "START” space.  The first playerthe "START” space.  The first playerthe "START” space.  The first playerthe "START” space.  The first player    rolls a dierolls a dierolls a dierolls a die    and follows the path.  If they land on a “?”, and follows the path.  If they land on a “?”, and follows the path.  If they land on a “?”, and follows the path.  If they land on a “?”, 
the player to their right draws a card anthe player to their right draws a card anthe player to their right draws a card anthe player to their right draws a card and reads the question out loud.  (If they cannot d reads the question out loud.  (If they cannot d reads the question out loud.  (If they cannot d reads the question out loud.  (If they cannot 
read, the teacher or someone else can read it for them).   On each card is a question about read, the teacher or someone else can read it for them).   On each card is a question about read, the teacher or someone else can read it for them).   On each card is a question about read, the teacher or someone else can read it for them).   On each card is a question about 
Joseph & His Brothers.  If they answer correctly, they receive 1 bag of grain.  If they are not Joseph & His Brothers.  If they answer correctly, they receive 1 bag of grain.  If they are not Joseph & His Brothers.  If they answer correctly, they receive 1 bag of grain.  If they are not Joseph & His Brothers.  If they answer correctly, they receive 1 bag of grain.  If they are not 
correct, they do notcorrect, they do notcorrect, they do notcorrect, they do not receive one.   receive one.   receive one.   receive one.  Players must collect as many bags of grain as they can as Players must collect as many bags of grain as they can as Players must collect as many bags of grain as they can as Players must collect as many bags of grain as they can as 
they move around the board.  Note that the board is set up so you can move around it they move around the board.  Note that the board is set up so you can move around it they move around the board.  Note that the board is set up so you can move around it they move around the board.  Note that the board is set up so you can move around it 
many times.  many times.  many times.  many times.  The first player to collect 7 bags of grain (representing the 7 years of plenty), The first player to collect 7 bags of grain (representing the 7 years of plenty), The first player to collect 7 bags of grain (representing the 7 years of plenty), The first player to collect 7 bags of grain (representing the 7 years of plenty), 
winwinwinwins.  Continue playing to find out who comes in second, third, fourth, etc. place.s.  Continue playing to find out who comes in second, third, fourth, etc. place.s.  Continue playing to find out who comes in second, third, fourth, etc. place.s.  Continue playing to find out who comes in second, third, fourth, etc. place.    
 


